
	

 

	
 

 

Try one of these! 
 

“If I could wave a magic wand and make all this go away, would you want 
that? We both know I don’t have a magic wand, but we do have a model 
system designed by over 500,000 parents with kids just as tough as yours. 
You will be working with other parents struggling with the same issues. 
You won’t be alone. We promise to deliver the support you need and 
concrete solutions for every problem you face raising this child. Give us 
24 hours. I promise it will change your life.” 
 
“No other parents in history had to deal with internet pornography, 
sexting, FaceBook, hidden apps on cell phones, cyber-bullying, today’s 
gang problems, or such ready availability of drugs and alcohol.  When it’s 
tougher to be a kid, it’s tougher to parent.  It’s time for us to catch up and 
know as much as our kids do. This class will show you how to protect your 
child from the serious damage media is doing and intervene in any 
unwanted behavior. Let us help you.”  
 
“Your (son/daughter) is not the average child, and most parents would not 
know how to deal with (his/her) behavior.  The things you may have done 
with your other children are not working with this one.  I know why. You 
need a new set of tools.  This class is different. It teaches the skills we 
need for parenting difficult children.  If your child had seizures, you would 
surely get training on how to deal with that.  This is no different. Let me 
help you?” 
 
“Good results take effort. Sometimes we need to do things we don’t like to 
do, to get results we desperately need. Going to the dentist, working out, 
and scooping the dog poop is not fun, but it’s worth it. Our class won’t 
hurt or smell bad, but it will change your life. Are you ready for that 
change?” 
 
“As a parent, you have more power to change your child’s behavior than 
all of the psychologists, counselors, teachers, principals, probation 
officers, cops, pastors and priests, combined…if you learn the 
techniques. The class I’m pushing you to attend will teach you the special 
skills necessary to deal with your child. Would you rather choose one 
night a week for the next ten weeks, or ten more years of trauma, drama 
and frustration?” 
 
 



	

 

 
“I understand how you feel. Your child did the crime and I’m asking you to 
do the time. We’ve been doing this a long time and learned that the only 
person in this room capable of bringing about a lasting change in your 
home and child is YOU. You are the miracle worker. You are the one with 
the power. Let us show you how to use it. Give us 24 hours. I promise it 
will change your life.” 
 
“If you think this is going away on its’ own, you are wrong.  Your child is 
likely to bring back their broken marriages, ongoing drug problems, 
drama and GRANDCHILDREN for you to raise. Are you ready for that?” 
 
“Do you know any grandparents raising their grandchildren?  They too 
thought their children would eventually change, outgrow it or rethink their 
behavior. They were wrong. You are too. This class was specifically 
designed for YOU. It is the best thing you can do for yourself and your 
children. Give us 24 hours, I promise it will change your life.”   
 

 

 The average college class is 48 hours. The average high school 
class is 80 hours, and that does not include time for homework. Why 
do we believe we can learn to be a better parent, the most difficult 
job in the world, in less time?  
 

 “When you are ready to fix all this, let us know.” 
 “When you are sick and tired of being sick and tired, we can help you.” 
 “If you choose not to join us, I can almost guarantee this will get worse.” 
 “I just want to be sure that I understand what you are saying. You’re 

telling me your child is not worth 24 hours of your time. Is that 
right?” 
 

 (For probation officers) “I understand. We are all busy people. You 
call me every time your child slams a door or refuses to listen to 
you. I am offering you a bandage here, something that will stop the 
bleeding, but you refuse to take it. If you are not willing to let me 
help you, please stop calling. You can always call me if your child is 
violent, starts breaking things or commits another crime, etc., but 
that’s about it. If you change your mind and choose to join us, I 
promise I will be there for you and we will talk often. Let me know 
when you are ready.” 


